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A comprehensive menu of Big Guys Pizza from London covering all 13 menus and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Big Guys Pizza:
Previously my wife london, she said she would like a pizza (happy woman happy living right) so, not a pizza fan,

I saw the best pizza in london and compared reviews. big guys pizza came in reviews and they were not
disappointed. pizza was freshly made hot and extremely tasty also for a non-pizz lover! a medium size was very
generous and smeared with all business-made toppings. the owner served and was a very friendly... read more.

The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or
physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Big Guys Pizza:

My daughter and I ordered mild wings. They were so spicy our lips were burning. I called and the owner argued
with me saying they use E.D. Smith mild sauce but he would send us BBQ wings instead. The BBQ are also
incredibly spicy. This...place has no idea what is mild, medium or hot in terms of spice. Pizza was “okay” but

somewhat over cooked and rubbery. read more. Crispy pizza is baked hot from the oven at Big Guys Pizza in
London using a traditional method.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS
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FISH AND CHIPS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS
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SAUCE
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WINGS

POTATOE CHIPS
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PIZZA
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VEGETARIAN

HALAL

BBQ SAUCE
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PEPPERONI
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 15:00-20:00
Tuesday 11:00-22:00
Wednesday 11:00-22:00
Thursday 11:00-22:00
Friday 11:00-23:00
Saturday 11:00-23:00
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